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SUMMARY

Experienced and innovative professional adept in utilizing diverse technologies and 
programming languages to provide comprehensive support to organizations in delivering 
exceptional user experiences.

CAREER RECITAL

Frontend Developer

Codemuse Technologies Jaipur, IN
Led the conversion of Findcoder.io's website from Gatsby to Next.js, utilizing cutting-edge 
technologies such as Zustand and TypeScript to improve the platform's overall 
performance and user experience..
Designed and developed key features such as the devboard and internal admin 
dashboard, managing a database of over 20k users and tech hack-a-thons data, 
streamlining operations and enhancing productivity.
Currently spearheading the development of a platform for Findcoder's campus tech 
leadership program, leveraging Next.js, Tanstack-query, and React-hook-form to create a 
seamless user experience for program participants.

Software Engineer

iNeuron.ai Banglore, IN
Created a robust job portal using NextJS, Zustand, and TypeScript. The portal includes 
advanced features like job posting, chat, and mock interviews, delivering an immersive 
user experience.
Spearheaded the development of an internal admin portal responsible for managing over 
400 courses, 400K users, and extensive ed-tech data, streamlining operations and 
enhancing productivity.
Developed and maintained user-facing features, optimized page loading times, and 
utilized various markup languages to build visually appealing and functional web pages, 
contributing to the overall design and architecture of the web application.

Frontend Developer

LearnCodeOnline.in Jaipur, IN
Developed the company website for LearnCodeOnline.in, utilizing Next.js and Tailwind 
CSS to create a sleek, modern user interface that effectively showcased the company's 
offerings and engaged users.
Collaborated closely with tech YouTuber Hitesh Choudhary to develop high-quality 
technical courses, contributing to the creation of educational content that helped 
students build valuable skills and advance their careers.

PERSONAL PROJECTS

1) Revel

Developed and launched "Revel" an intuitive and user-friendly testimonial management tool 
that allows businesses to seamlessly track, organize, and showcase customer testimonials.
Built with NextJs, tPRC. MongoDB, ClerkJs Auth. 

Live Demo  GitHub Link 

2) Snap

A SaaS platform offering 25� themes and 70� languages for downloading customized, 
beautiful code snippets.
Buit with NextJs, PlanetscaleDB. Prisma ORM, Stripe Payments, ClerkJs Auth 

Live Demo  GitHub Link

3) DevUI

Free and Open-Source Tailwind CSS component library. With over 150� curated UI 
components to build exceptional user interfaces. Built with NextJs and TailwindCSS

Live Demo  GitHub Link

FIND ME ONLINE

LinkedIn
@prasadnarkhedkar

GitHub
@prasad123-hub

Portfolio
https://npmstack.com

SKILLS

Languages/Technologies:

Javascript Typescript NextJs ReactJs

Redux Zustand tRPC NodeJs

ExpressJs HTML CSS TailwindCSS

Docker MongoDB Jest

React Testing Library

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Engineering: 
Electronics and 
Telecommunications

MMCOE Karvenagar, Pune, 2021

 

Diploma: Electronics and 
Telecommunication

Govt. Polytechnic, Kolhapur, 2018

ARTICLES

Master Zod : TypeScript-first 
schema declaration and 
validation library.
View Blog Post

Type Transformation in 
Typescript
View Blog Post

Everything about Generics in 
Typescript
View Blog Post

NOTABLE CERTIFICATION

React Testing Library and Jest:

Credentials
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PRASAD NARKHEDKAR
Frontend Developer

+91 8668227275 narkhedkarprasad@gmail.com
github.io/prasad123-hub Pune, IN

https://web.learncodeonline.in/
https://revel.npmstack.com/
https://revel.npmstack.com/
https://github.com/prasad123-hub/revel-builder
https://snap.npmstack.com/
https://github.com/prasad123-hub/snap
https://devui.io/
https://github.com/prasad123-hub/devui-test
https://www.linkedin.com/in/prasadnarkhedkar/
https://github.com/prasad123-hub
https://npmstack.com/
https://npmstack.notion.site/Master-ZOD-TypeScript-first-schema-declaration-and-validation-library-0ea62961b20845169d71eb1fe1e9f8d8?pvs=4
https://npmstack.notion.site/Type-Transformation-in-Typescript-fee3ef041dec4c2896122ca153bea074?pvs=4
https://npmstack.notion.site/Everything-about-Generics-in-TS-feaa272c32af4ed59ccc4e8f0a89ee70?pvs=4
https://www.udemy.com/certificate/UC-3a33c2ac-e1c6-4269-ab60-c1c2a3d6c67a/

